July 25th, 2022 Meeting Minutes
We had 12 attendees; $27 donations collected
•

Reminded everyone the Township meeting (Tuesday July 26 2022) starts at 5
P.M. A couple of the meeting attendees gave us notes to take to the township
because they could not attend.

NOTE: The rest of the meeting was dedicated to what we want to discuss at the
township meeting the next day.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can Colerain township afford to repave streets and we can’t?
Let’s be sure we verify what’s going in the letter the township plans to send out
in August.
Someone requested a bigger better “Welcome to Sevenhills” sign placed on
Roosevelt near the bus stop.
Question raised on who is responsible for emptying garbage cans place on
street corners and Frost park. Many times they are overflowing. Does anyone
from the township monitor these?
There are two small older busses parked on Sprucehill near Roosevelt. Are
these considered commercial vehicles? Also, noted several cars with flat tires
parked on streets here and there in the neighborhood.
Excessive Speeding and blowing through stop signs brought up.
Making a list of items to go over at the township meeting tomorrow.
Talked about and tried to figure out how the property assessment tax works for
getting on the list to have roads repaved. Do we qualify for a grant similar to the
one several years for Bluehill and Shadow ridge?
Talked about how nice Shottelkotte park is and would like Frost park to be
similar.
Discussed loud car stereo. Is this an enforceable offense?
How does the Hamilton County issue 7 Reinvent Metro levy that passed in 2020
work? Can we qualify for a bus stop and get some roads repaved on and around
the bus route with this funding?
There appears to be a concrete recycling or gravel pit on Hamilton Ave near
Hillman that blows lots of dust in the neighborhood when the wind blows in the
right direction. I this legal?
Does the neighborhood have input on what businesses are allowed? The
Enterprise car/truck rental at the old Wendy’s was brought up as an example.
Concerns about the House Joint Bar (Hamilton and Roosevelt) with the past
shootings and rowdy customers.
How long and who from the township will be at the meeting tomorrow? Do we
need to wear masks? What is Monkey Pox? Do we need to be concerned about
this?

